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To: News Media
From: Douglas M. Bohannon, District Tennis Chairman
Subject: PIAA District III Girls AAA Team Tennis Tournament Results

PIAA District III Team Tennis Results
AAA Quarter-finals
Wilson vs Hempfield Hempfield won 3-2
#1 Singles: Cara Wirth W def. MacKenzie Smith 6-0, 6-1
#2 Singles: Sruthi Kamprath W def. Alyssa Konas 6-0, 6-1
#3 Singles: Divya Sirdeshpande H def. Kirsten Biehl 6-3, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Taylor Helsel/Stacy Titone H def. Maddy Stambaugh/Maria Jiang 6-0, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Carly Deihm/Sophia Bejgrowicz H def. Rachel Moyer/Krystal Moyer 6-2, 6-2

Hershey vs Susquehannock Hershey won 3-1
#1 Singles: LaKatie Wagner S def. Alex Oggero 6-1, 6-3
#2 Singles: Libby Nolan H vs Nicole Daake 6-4, 2-1
#3 Singles: Adriana von Rago H def. Jill Silverman 6-0, 6-1
#1 Doubles: EmCorinne Lippe/Julia Hennrikus H def. Usha Baublitz/Ashley Michels 6-0, 6-2
#2 Doubles: MacKenzie Klinger/Alex Muscallis H def. Khara Karpouzie/Caroline Vesper 7-5, 6-2

Manheim Township vs Conrad Weiser Manheim Twp. Won 3-0
#1 Singles: Lauren Stauffer MT def. Ally Yoh 6-0, 6-1
#2 Singles: Abby Belzer MT def. Becca Perkins 6-0, 6-0
#3 Singles: VarLauren Collins MT vs Hana Buckholtz 6-1, 3-0
#1 Doubles: Emily Mann/Christi Johnson MT vs Sam Kostaras/Casey Stolz 6-2, 1-0
#2 Doubles: Kayla Schloneger/Meredith Meyer MT def. Stephanie Keller/Yasmeen Malik 6-2, 6-0

Lower Dauphin vs Dallastown Lower Dauphin won 3-0
#1 Singles: Kailyn Dunkle LD vs Tori Davis 7-5, 5-5
#2 Singles: Emily Westenberger DT vs Shelby Jones 6-4, 6-7(3)
#3 Singles: Kaity Diskerud LD def. Danielle Lucabaugh 6-1, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Meredith Endy/Allison Lobell LD def. Laura Tileston/Emily Kistler 7-5, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Romayne Sharp/Heather Grove LD def. Amanda Shapiro/Lauren Brown 5-7, 6-0, 6-2